Approximate string matching (ASM) is a well-known computational problem with important applications in database searching, plagiarism detection, spelling correction, and bioinformatics. The two main issues with most ASM algorithms are (1) computational complexity, and (2) low specificity due to a large amount of false positives being reported. In this paper, a very efficient ASM method is proposed, along with a post -processing stage designed to significantly reduce the -amount of false positives. Results with random strings show that the proposed method is capable of performing a search within a large (1 M b) string in about 100 ms, with a sensitivity and specificity of nearly 100%.
Introduction
In the past 20 years, the problem o f finding approximate copies of a given string within another, typically larger string, has received increased attention. This is due to an important number of applications that include: spelling correction, p lagiarism detection, large database searching, web searching, pattern recognition, and bioinformat ics [Smith and Waterman, 1981; Altschul et al., 1990] . Th is problem, formally known as k k approximate string matching (ASM), is co mputationally mo re co mplex than simp ly finding substrings that are identical to a given pattern within a larger string. Co mplexity arises from the fact that the definition of an ring is not unique, making the problem ill-posed. Classical solutions are based on defining a distance function between strings. One of the most popular measures is the Hamming distance [Hamming, 1950] , wh ich is equal to the nu mber of mismatching symbols between two strings of equal length, or infinite if the strings have different lengths. Another popular measure is the Levensthein distance [Levensthein, 1966] , also called edit-d istance, which measures the number of edit operations (insertions, suppressions, and substitutions of symbols) required to transform one of the strings into the other one; in this case, the strings do not need to be of the same length. Some published ASM methods do not rely on the Hamming or Levensthein distances and instead use similarity measures, such as phase-only correlation [A lba; others] . The ASM problem can be defined as follows: given an alphabet , a pattern string and a search string , where * represents the Kleene star operation [Howie, 1991] , find all substrings whose distance to the pattern string is less or equal than a given maximu m distance . If a similarity measure is used, one considers instead those instances whose similarity to the pattern string is no less than a given threshold. In many applications, it is often sufficient to report only the initial positions of the approximate instances of the pattern string found in the search string. For a co mprehensive review of modern ASM algorith ms, see Ukkonen, 1985; Jokinen et al., 1996; Navarro, 2001; Navarro et al., 2001; Boystov, 2011. One of the main disadvantages of most ASM algorith ms is the large number of false positives that are commonly reported. According to [Buhler, 2001] , a typical search within a large DNA databas e may return between tens of thousands to several million false positives, depending on the alphabet size, the length of the pattern string, and the maximu m d istance . Because of this, a filtering stage, which can be automatic or user assisted, is required to discard any positives that are irrelevant for the application.
In this paper, a very efficient ASM algorith m with a low false positive rate is proposed. The algorithm is not based on the Hamming or Levensthein measures, but computes instead a matching index at each position in the search string. A post-processing stage is then used to filter the positions with a h igh matching index and reduce the amount of false positives. The proposed method has been tested with synthetic cases consisting of randomly generated strings where the true instances of the pattern string are known a -priori. Results from these tests will be discussed and finally, some conclusions will be drawn.
Proposed Method

Baeza-
The proposed method is based on the algorithm proposed in [Baeza-Yatez and Perleberg, 1996] . This algorith m considers the cases when the only editing operation permitted is the symbol substitution; that is, when the Hamming distance between the pattern and any instance is finite. For each position in the search string, the algorithm calcu lates the number of mismatching symbols of an instance (with the same length as the pattern) that begins at position , with respect to the pattern string. Mathematically, this can be expressed as . Consider first the simplest case, when all the symbols in the pattern are distinct. First the algorithm performs a preprocessing stage that generates a list with the positions of each symbol in the pattern string, with respect to the first symbol in the string; for examp le, the position of the first symbol is zero. Specifically, for each sy mbol one defines . If the symbol does not appear in the pattern, then is undefined. Next, a counter is init ialized with zero for . Then, the algorithm reads each text symbol ; if is defined, then corresponds to one of the symbols of the pattern and there is the possibility that exists an instance of the pattern with onset in the text position . To exp ress this possibility, the algorith m casts a vote, increasing the appropriate counter .
Once this process is completed, the onset positions of the relevant instances are those that have enough votes. That is, those such that . There only remains to extend the algorithm to the case when one or more symbols appear more than once in the pattern string. In this case, for each s , one must keep a record with the positions in the pattern string where appears. In other words, now is a set defined as While going through the text, fo r each sy mbol which also belongs to the pattern, the algorith m should cast a vote for each of the positions fo when an instance could start. This is obtained increasing the counters for all .
Generalization to symbol insertion and deletion cases
Let us now consider the case of string matching when up to insertions or deletions with respect to the pattern are allowed. In this case during the analysis of through the text, not only could be part of an instance that starts in , , but anywhere between ( y , because the insertions and deletions could mod ify the relative positions of a symbol in an instance by up to units. Therefore, we propose to modify the algorith m of Baeza -Yates and Perleberg method so that, for each we increase the counters for all and . When the algorithm finishes, is the census of symbols that are part of some instance that is similar to the pattern string, with a maximu m of insertions or deletions, whose onset lies at position in the text. Therefore, the relevant instances will be those substrings that start in such that , for a g iven threshold . Unfortunately, is no longer related to the Hamming o Levenshtein distances. Because of this, it is not entirely clear what should be the optimal threshold for a given value of .
Reduction of false positives
Like most approximate string matching algorith ms, the proposed algorithm reports a high number of false m m positives; however, most of these adjacent to other positives and can therefore be discarded. For examp le, consider an instance that starts at position , say , and suppose that the Levenshtein distance between this instance and the pattern is . Then, the position will also be reported as a positive, because the sub-stringonly requires one ext ra insertion; therefore, the distance between this instance and the pattern will be . Similarly, it is possible that the algorithm reports positives at positions j-2, jIn order to remove these adjacent positives, we propose a post-processing stage where only those positives such that and are kept; namely, if some consecutive positions are detected, only the first of them will be preserved. One d isadvantage is that the conserved positions may not always correspond to the real onset of the instances. But we know that the real onsets are at most positions after . In most applications, locating the t rue instances that result fro m the post -processing stage will be an easy task, and certainly easier than discarding the hundreds or thousands of false positives that would be reported without the post-processing.
Results and Discussion
Fo r the following tests, an implementation of the proposed algorithm was written on C language. The test was performed in a co mputer based on an Intel Core2Duo processor at 2.66 GHz with 3 GB RAM. 100 synthetic random cases were created, with the following parameters: a text string of length , which contains approximate instances of a random pattern of length , which are not overlapping and for each instance, we know its onset position The instances are obtained by applying up to edit operations (insertions, suppressions, and substitutions of symbols) to the pattern. In the following experiments, various values for were tested.
The output of the proposed method are the init ial positions of the instances found by the algorith m. In the cases when the post processing is not carried out, consists of those indices such that To evaluate the algorith m, we first attempt to establish a one-to-one correspondence between the known instances and the instances found by the algorith m. For a given known instance , this correspondence exists when for so me , and in this case, we consider to be a true positive. If a reported instance does not correspond to any known instance, then it is counted as a false positive. Finally, Table 1 shows the numeric results of the performed tests obtained with the optimal threshold for , including the average co mputation time for each test case, and a colu mn which contains the percentage of remaining FP after the post-processing stage. Note that the post processing stage only increases the computation time by 15% to 20%, but reduces the FP to only a 1% to 6% of the total amount of false positives. This shows clearly that the benefit is considerably greater than the cost, e specially in the case where the user must discriminate those instances that are relevant from those which are not. Co mputation times are sufficiently small for searching within large databases, or for real-time applications.
Conclusions
A novel method for appro ximate string matching is proposed. This method is based on two main ideas: first, a generalization of an algorith m by Baeza -Yates and Perleberg for searching strings with mismatches, which extends the algorithm to the cases where symbol insertions or suppressions are allowed, and second, a post-processing stage which eliminates a large percentage of false positives. Results fro m synthetic tests with random strings show that the proposed method is computationally efficient and has a high specificity. Future work will focus on further reducing the false positive rate, and tailoring the algorith m for its applicat ion in bioinformatics.
